1973gg (National Voter Registration Act of 1993). The director serves at the pleasure of the lieutenant governor.

AS 15.15.010. General administrative supervision by director. The director shall provide general administrative supervision over the conduct of state elections, and may adopt regulations under AS 44.62 (Administrative Procedure Act) necessary for the administration of state elections.

F. **Enforcement of Change:**

Because of the Alaska Supreme Court Order the revised list of write-in candidates outlined above has been distributed to Early Voting Stations in order to provide assistance to voters, and the division will use the list on General Election Day on November 2, 2010, unless otherwise instructed by the Department of Justice.

G. **Scope of Change:**

The list of write-in candidates outlined above will be used statewide.

H. **Reason For the Change:**

Please see the statement set out in paragraph C, "Explanation of Change," set out above.

I. **Anticipated Effect on Members of Racial or Language Minority:**

The State does not anticipate that the use of the list of write-in candidates will have any different effect on members of racial or language minority groups than it does on citizens as a whole. This change does not deny or abridge the voting rights of members of racial or language minority groups. The State does not have a retrogressive purpose in proposing to use the write-in candidate list.

J. **Past or Pending Litigation:**

There is litigation involving the list of write-in candidates, please refer to the description of that litigation set out on pp. 1-2, above. Litigation in the Alaska Supreme Court is on-going. We will advise DOJ if there is any change in the status of the write-in candidate list as a result of that litigation.
K. **Redistrictings and Annexations:**

Not applicable.

L. **Supplemental Information:**

Not applicable, unless the U.S. Attorney General requests further information.

The point of contact is the undersigned at (907) 465-3600, or Mags Paton-Walsh at (907) 269-6612.

Sincerely,

DANIEL S. SULLIVAN  
ATTORNEY GENERAL

By: [Signature]  
Sarah J. Felix  
Assistant Attorney General

SJF/ajh

Enclosures:

Attachment A – **Revised** Blank form for list of write-in candidates  
Form translated into Tagalog  
Form translated into Yup'ik

Attachment B – TRO in superior court case, *ADP v. SOA*, 3AN-10-11621CI, and Stay of TRO in Alaska Supreme Court case appeal of *ADP v. SOA*, S-14054

Attachment C – Previously precleared existing form for list of write-in candidates

Attachment D – 10/26/10 preclearance of existing form for list of write-in candidates

cc: Honorable Craig Campbell, Lieutenant Governor  
Gail Fenumiai, Director, Division of Elections  
Shelly Growden, Election Systems Manager, Division of Elections
STATE OF ALASKA
DIVISION OF ELECTIONS

OFFICIAL CERTIFIED WRITE-IN CANDIDATE LIST
NOVEMBER 2, 2010 GENERAL ELECTION

[Insert Race Name Here]

[Insert candidate name here]
STATE NG ALASKA
DIVISION OF ELECTIONS

OPISYAL NA LISTAHAN NG SERTIFIKADONG KANDIDATO
NA SINUSULAT ANG PANGALAN
PANGKALAHATANG HALALAN NOBYEMBRE 2, 2010

[Insert Translated Race Name Here]

[Insert candidate name here]

[Insert Translated Race Name Here]

[Insert candidate name here]
STATE OF ALASKA
DIVISION OF ELECTIONS

Cucuklircuutmi Igaucimanrilingguut Cucukecetaaliit Arit
November 2, 2010-aami
General Election-Cucuklirpagyaraq

[Insert Translated Race Name Here]

[Insert candidate name here]

[Insert Translated Race Name Here]

[Insert candidate name here]